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lV Sernester M.Com, Examination, November 2A21

(CBCS Scheme)
COMMERGE

AT/FB - 4.1 : Comrnodity Markets
Gornmon to AT and FB 

^

Time : 3 Hours

SECTION _ A

1. Answer any seven of the following. Each sub-question carries

a) Mention four storage facilities in lndia.

b) What is two bin technique in cornmodlty inventory control ?

Max. Marks :70

2 marks. {7x2=14)

c) Mer*ion the Bartieipants in forward/futures markets.

d) What is Service Quality ?

e) What are the different types of margins payable on futures ?

f) Define Conflict Management.

g) What is bucketing ?

h) Give the meaning of Spread order.

i) What do you meah by Smoothing ?

j) What is Market Poqitioning ?

SECT|ON - B

Answer any four of the following question in about one page. Each carries 5 marks.
(ztxS=20)

2. Explain the strength and weakness of the lndian Coir Board.

3. Explain the procedure for Arbitration.

4. What are different methods used for quality assurance ?

5. What is E-auction ? Explain the procedure for commodity coffee trading.

6. Discuss about lnvestor grievance and arbitrator.

7. What do you understand by Future Delivery ? Discuss the regulatory framework
for Future Delivery in lndia.
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SECTION * C
Answer any three of the following. Each carries 12 marks. {3x12=$$)

B. " lndia's Food grain Production to Touch New Record of 308.65 Mt in 2A2A-21".
Explain the specific efforts ol central government to promote the development
of lndian agriculture. i

9. Discuss capaclty utilisation of FCl. Why trade in Comnnodities ?

10. Discuss the issues related to monitoring and surueillance by exchanges and
regulator.

1 1. The volume of trade for commodity Gaur has reduced in commodity exchange.
Explain. Why ?

12. Explain the IT infrastructure created for a unified market for derivatives trading

[n commodities in tndia.
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